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Pathways to Mobility
Intervention Assessment Worksheet

Use this worksheet to organize information about the intervention you currently run or that you are 
considering implementing. Visit the Research Library and Explorer on the NTX Social Mobility Hub to 
help answer these questions. When you complete the worksheet, reach out to our team to talk more 
about your intervention and socioeconomic mobility.

What outcomes does your program target?
If your intervention directly impacts an outcome 
with strong connections to upward mobility then 
you are already in good shape, but targeting other 
outcomes can support upward mobility in other 
ways. 

Let us know the outcomes you seek to improve, 
either from the options in the box to the right or 
by writing it in below!

How does the program align with research?
Programs that are aligned with evidence-based 
best practices are more likely to engage the kinds 
of benefits that lead to upward mobility. Browse 
evidence compiled by Results for America’s 
Economic Mobility Catalog to see how effective 
different programs are at supporting upward 
mobility.

How strong is the evidence for programs similar to 
yours, based on the system used by the Economic 
Mobility Catalog?

 Proven (Highest Tier)

Strong and healthy 
families

Supportive 
communities

Kindergarten readiness

Strong academic and 
social outcomes by 
adolescence

High school graduation

Post-secondary 
enrollment and 
graduation

Stable high-quality 
employment

How much does your program cost to run?
When determining how well dollars are placed 
in relation to the goal of increasing mobility it is 
necessary to look at the costs, especially the cost 
per participant. 

Annual participants? Annual costs?

Costs per Participant? (Costs / Participants)

 Strong (Second Highest Tier)

 Promising (Third Highest Tier)

 Unknown / No similar programs found



Help us learn more about the areas you serve.
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How has your Target Population changed?

Growing quickly Staying stableGrowing slowly Shrinking

How has your key outcome changed?

Growing quickly Staying stableGrowing slowly Shrinking

Are there similar providers in your service area?

Yes, many NoYes, but just a few I don’t know

What’s Next?
When you’ve completed this sheet, whether digitally or with pen and paper, sign up to speak with our 
team on the NTX Social Mobility Hub! We’ll reach out to you to schedule a meeting to discuss your 
responses on this worksheet and talk about how your work aligns with the research on socioeconomic 
mobility!

How will we use this information?
You can choose to share the information from this worksheet with us during a consultation or 
not. Any information you share will help us better understand your program and how you may be 
addressing socioeconomic mobility. 

We won’t share any of this information outside of our team, but may use the responses to improve 
our process or identify new data for the Explorer. 

Who, and where, does your program serve?

Help us understand more about your program by filling out the information below. You can use the 
Explorer tool on the NTX Social Mobility Hub to help fill out this information in the boxes below or use 
data that you have gathered on your own. 

The NTX Social Mobility Hub’s Explorer tool provides recent socioeconomic data connected to upward 
mobility for different geographic areas across North Texas. If we don’t already have the data you need, let 
us know and we will track it down and add it to the tool in a future update.

Target Population

Service Area(s) Current Target Population in Service Area

Is your Target Population or Service 
Area missing from the Explorer? If 
you let us know, we’ll try to add it! 
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